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Colons
Colons are introducers. They introduce lists, introduce quotes, introduce examples, and
introduce sub-titles. Even though they are introducers, with the exception of sub-titles,
colons can only be used after independent clauses (i.e. sentences). So, a sentence
appears before a colon, and a list, quote, or example follows the colon. What follows
could even be an idea or sentence to be emphasized.
Introduce Lists
Consider the following examples:



You will need a hammer, some nails, and some bandages.
You will need these supplies: a hammer, some nails, and some bandages.

In the first example, the lead-in to the list ("You will need") is not an independent clause,
so you don't use a colon. In the second example, the lead-in to the list ("You will need
these supplies") is an independent clause, so you use the colon.
When using a colon with a list, the sentence must imply that a list will follow. In the
previous sentence, “these supplies” hints that a list is coming. Often, the words “the
following” imply an upcoming list, such as My worst pet peeves are the following: texting
drivers, repeated instructions, and pesky flies.
Introduce Quotes
Quotes work in the same manner:



She said, "We've got to cut expenses."
She got right to the point: "We've got to cut expenses."

Again, notice the lead-ins. The first ("She said") is not an independent clause. The
second ("She got right to the point") is an independent clause. Again, you use the colon
only after an independent clause; otherwise, the comma is your best choice.
Introduce Examples
You can also introduce an example with a colon, so long as the lead-in text is an
independent clause.
You should always eat plenty of grains: for example, cereal and bread.
The lead-in ("You should always eat plenty of grains") is an independent clause;
therefore, you use a colon to lead into the example.
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Introduce Sub-Titles
You may also use a colon to distinguish a main title from a sub-title. For example, a
Written Communication textbook that used to be used at Western Technical College
was titled this way: Strategies for Successful Writing
It also had a subtitle: A Rhetoric, Research Guide, Reader, and Handbook
The title typed in full would look like this: Strategies for Successful Writing: A Rhetoric,
Research Guide, Reader, and Handbook
Emphasize
Colons can also emphasize a single word, a group of words (a phrase), or an entire
sentence that appears after the colon.
Writing can be described one way: frustrating!
This is the key to successful writing: revision and more revision!
There’s no doubt about it: Writing is my bargain-priced therapist.
Note: The only time the word after a colon is capitalized is if it starts a sentence or is a
word that is always capitalized.

Semicolons
Semicolons are, perhaps, the most misunderstood creatures in the punctuation
kingdom. They are often misused and even more often avoided, all because people just
don't know what to do with them. The truth is, it's not that hard. There are really only two
significant uses of the semicolon: as a substitute for a period and as a substitute for a
comma. So, you're probably wondering, why would you ever need a substitute period or
a substitute comma? Read on, and you'll find out.
A Substitute Period
You can use a semicolon in exactly the same way you would use a period by placing it
at the end of a sentence. It serves the same purpose (separating one sentence from
another), but it also tells the reader that there is a strong relationship between the
sentences on either side of the semicolon. The following is an example of an
appropriate use of a semicolon:
The ambulance siren was growing louder; we prayed they would arrive soon.
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You could legitimately use a period after the word "louder" in the above passage. The
semicolon simply tells the reader that there is a strong relationship between the
sentences on either side.
Note: When you end a sentence with a semicolon, you do not begin the following
sentence with a capital letter unless it is a word that always gets capitalized.
If you've ever been accused of using comma splices, the semicolon may be just the
thing you were looking for. A comma splice occurs when you try to connect two
sentences together using a comma (normally the job of a period). The reason people
tend to use comma splices is that the two sentences they are connecting are so closely
related, they seem like a single complete thought; that's the perfect time to use a
semicolon.
Often, writers will use words like however, furthermore, nevertheless, for example,
therefore, etc. to better connect two sentences together and more clearly show the
relationship between the two. For example, a semi-colon would be inappropriate in this
passage because the two sentences appear to be about different topics:
I want to ride my bike. It looks like it will storm.
But, by using “however,” an adverbial conjunction, the connection is clearer and a
semicolon is warranted:
I want to ride my bike; however, it looks like it will storm.
However and other words like it are called adverbial conjunctions. These words always
have two marks of punctuation around them.
I want to ride my bike; however, it looks like it will storm.
I want ride my bike; it, however, looks like it will storm.
I want to ride my bike; it looks like it will storm, however.
A Substitute Comma
This is pretty rare, but it does happen. Suppose you had a sentence like the following:
To make this dessert, you'll need four cups of flour one cup of milk three tablespoons of
butter and one teaspoon each of nutmeg cinnamon and salt.
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As you may know, when you have a list of three or more items in a sentence, you
separate the elements in the list with commas. What makes the above sentence tricky is
that you have two levels of lists. At one level you have a list based on measurement:





Four cups of flour
One cup of milk
Three tablespoons of butter
One teaspoon each of nutmeg, cinnamon, and salt

Notice that last item; it too has a list within it (i.e. a list within a list). That is where the
semicolon comes in to help. Use semicolons to separate the items in the first list and
commas to separate items in the list within a list. What you get is the following:
To make this dessert, you'll need four cups of flour; one cup of milk; three tablespoons
of butter; and one teaspoon each of nutmeg, cinnamon, and salt.
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